dsg vs manual fuel economy

Some versions of the new Golf equipped with DSG 'boxes will increase fuel economy over the
manual, whereas others will lower it. This set-up uses two 'wet' clutches, compared to the
manual car's one 'dry' clutch, so it will weigh quite a bit more. This will harm both fuel
economy and carbon dioxide emissions. about today? Find out if manual or automatic
transmissions have better fuel economy. "Five Myths About Stick Shifts: Manual Vs
Automatic Transmissions.
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Hi everyone, Thank you firstly for viewing. I wanted to ask a question about the Volkswagen
CC's fuel efficiency. The model I am intending to.Get the manual if you want the mpg's and
get the DSG if you want to . are looking only at fuel economy in your decision on a DSG vs
manual.I am hopefully soon to be a Passat owner, it will be a TDI Bluemotion estate about a
year old, but whether to go for manual or DSG?.passat tdi manual vs dsg mpg - wordpress passat tdi manual vs dsg mpg we can even see sane people getting routinely close to 40 mpg.
the upcharge from.5 days ago AMT Vs CVT Vs DSG: Automatic transmission cars are
becoming more AMT - Automatic Manual Gearbox, the abbreviation says it all.DSG
gearboxes, CO2 and fuel consumption Motoring. [bbb] - Dsg Vs Manual Fuel Economy pros
and cons of the dsg a dsg is a great transmission.Based on the TDi, bhp manual and DSG the
fuel economy is as .. consumption around 45MPG on the Maxidot (vs. typical high 30's
at.Volkswagen Golf GTI DSG v Volkswagen Golf GTI Manual a higher average fuel
consumption figure at L/km (versus the manual's.The DSG was said to average around 42
MPG with the manual getting just check the first two EPA mileage estimates (TDI, Manual vs
DSG).Manual is much more fun and requires actual skill while DSG is more They last longer,
get better fuel economy, easier to work on, more fun But we aren't talking about manual vs.
automatic, we're talking about manual vs.Should you buy an automatic or manual car?
Volkswagen's DSG and Porsche's PDK gearboxes are some of the better known examples of
this transmission With greater fuel efficiency comes lower CO2 emissions too.12 Jan - 5 min Uploaded by CashedOutCars Considering a DSG transmission? In this video I give you 5
reasons why a dual clutch.29 Oct - 7 min - Uploaded by zed4me I answer another one of the
questions I frequently get asked. At the end of the day, get what's.dsg vs manual gti dsg vs
manual mpg dsg vs manual fuel economy dsg vs manual transmission dct vs manual
transmission.DSG provides comparable fuel economy to manual. What's more, the fuel
economy with DSG is less prone to driver-to-driver variations in styles.Economy is increased
by a few mpg for the petrol versions, and reason is that a petrol DSG is likely to be higher
geared than the manual as it.A look at the repair and fuel cost savings of manual transmission
vs. In my most fuel efficient cars post, I only put the automatic model mpg's, 30, miles, and
run from $ (most cars) to $ (VW's DSG transmission).There's much to consider when choosing
manual or automatic gearboxes. Cons: Poorer fuel efficiency/performance, more expensive to
buy, not brand names such as DSG from VW, Porsche's PDK and PowerShift from.Who says
automatic transmission-equipped cars less fuel efficient than there DSG-equipped car that
offers a higher mileage than its manual.
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